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Both articles speak about 2017’s Oscar Nominations and last year’s
#OscarsSoWhite caused by the lack of diversity. The first one, by Mirror UK, was
published on the 25th January and the second one, by Vanity Fair, the 12th February.
The first one, has an informative headline “Oscars praised for being ‘more
diverse’ after last’s year’s #OscarsSoWhite boycott” followed by a short subheading
expressing “Academy Awards dodge lack of diversity criticism in 2017”. Meanwhile,
the second one has a shorter headline proposing a completely different point of view,
and it’s subheading longer than the previous offers us what some celebrities think.
Both use pictures but the first one also includes links to several “tweets”. We could say
they are both effective.
Both articles are written towards the same audience, they don’t contain complex
words so anyone could easily understand. Although you should known a bit about the
topic to fully understand its impact.
As previously expressed the language is simple and the author prefers shorts
sentences. The first one relies more heavily on graphic content while the second has
more text and quotes. They both contain emotive language, although Mirror’s article
wants to praise the Academy and Vanity Fair wants them to rethink their actions. This
leads to the next question, while the first is stating the facts “happily” the second is
“angry” with happy undertones because there has been an improvement, but it is still
not enough, this, the angriness. It is relevant because one is to make the academy reevolute and the other won’t.
Regarding the objective of these news: we would say that while the first article
is meant to make the public feel “proud” the second one wants them to be aware of
the situation and acknowledge the problem.
Both articles talk about the Black lives matter movement with respect, and we
think that's the message they both share; the importance of racial equality. We prefer
the second one because it is more realistic and it wants to show how racism impacts
more than just one aspect of our life and that as while “allies”, we should spare it more
thoughts and more time because activism isn’t fighting with your “friends” on
Facebook.
Analyzed news:
http://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2017/02/viola-davis-bafta-win-dev-patelmahershala-ali-oscars-so-white-naomie-harris
http://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/oscars-praised-being-more-diverse-9684148

